
Intelligent Cash Counting

Driving efficiency and reducing  
operating costs across your stores



For a typical retailer, that’s around  
2 hours per store, per day wasted  
on inefficient processes. 

That’s 180,000 hours a year…

But what if you could automate  
this process?

Tellermate cash counters count the entire contents of 
a cash drawer in under 60 seconds, making them an 
essential tool for any business that handles cash.

As the inventors of count-by-weight technology, 
our intelligent cash counters help global retailers, 
restaurants, and banks:

• Automate manual cash handling processes

• Save around 60 labor hours a month per store

• Reduce cash processing costs significantly

We offer a range of cash counters to suit the needs 
of every business. From simple out-of-the-box  
T-ix 2000 cash counters, to the state-of-the-art 
Tellermate Touch.

Plus, with Tellermate's flexible rental program, 
your locations can take advantage of this 
rapid ROI without committing to an upfront 
investment, or a rigid contract.

How many times is the cash in  
your stores counted every day? 
Once? Twice? Five times?
Between cash drawer closeouts, start banks, 
banking deposits and change deliveries, your 
employees are painstakingly counting and   
re-counting cash multiple times a day.

Tellermate’s  
Intelligent Cash Counting
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   With Tellermate, we estimate  
we are saving 2-4 hours per day.
D I R E C T O R  O F  A S S E T  P R O T E C T I O N ,  G O O D W I L L
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Tellermate cash counters 
save your business  
time and money.

Intelligent cash management 
technology automates manual 
processes and streamlines the 
cash-to-bank process.

Full payback  
ROI in less than  

6 months  
on average

Counts Bills and Coins 
Count straps, rolls, loose 
cash and coupons

Highly Accurate 
Trusted by the worlds biggest 
organizations to accurately count

Fast Count 
Reconcile an entire cash 
drawer in 60 seconds or less

Powerful Connectivity 
Connects to back-office systems  
using USB, Ethernet or Wi-fi options

Quality Assured 
Manufactured in the UK to  
international quality standards

Built to last 
Light, portable and built to  
withstand demanding store or 
restaurant environments

KEY FEATURES



How it works 
The T-ix encompasses Tellermate’s patented  
count-by-weight technology. Batches of coins 
and bills are placed on the money platform 
to be counted automatically.

The T-ix keeps track of the total of each 
denomination and uses this to generate a 
full audit of your cash drawer reconciliations, 
safe counts and banking deposits.

Rapid ROI 
Regardless of whether you’re a retail giant or a family-
owned store, the T-ix is able to dramatically save your 
business time and money by streamlining your cash 
handling process.

The strong design, powerful features, and long-term 
performance makes the T-ix an essential tool for your 
business, giving an almost immediate ROI, with the  
average payback ROI achieved in less than 6 months.
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Tellermate’s T-ix range of cash counters accurately 
count a cash drawer in under a minute, reducing  
errors and increasing efficiency in your business.

They’re trusted by global retailers, fast food chains  
and small businesses alike to help them quickly  
and accurately count and process their cash.
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Multiple count tasks and 
currency options available

Option to count multiple registers 
all on one machine

Connect to a Tellermate printer,  
or your own back-office device

Send data to the cash office via 
USB, Ethernet, Serial or Wi-Fi

Customizable start bank values 
and multiple register memory

Counts loose, bagged and rolled coins, 
plus strapped and loose bills

KEY FEATURES

Cut the time spent 
processing cash by  

70%
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Our most connected cash 
counter solution yet…

Fast, accurate counts 
Count an entire cash drawer  
in under 60 seconds

Touchscreen interface 
Interactive, quick and easy to use

Fully connected 
Send count data to your PC or access it 
remotely via the Touch Viewer application

Flexible printing 
Print to either a Tellermate printer, or 
your own Wi-fi compatible office printer

Antimicrobial Protection 
Protects against 99.9% of bacteria – 
perfect for restaurants or food  
service businesses

KEY FEATURES

On-board training 
videos help your store 

staff get up-to-speed in 
minutes, relieving the 
burden on your IT and 

training teams

Introducing the

Incorporating all the benefits of our  
T-ix cash counters, the Tellermate Touch 
also boasts a large touchscreen display, 
intuitive icon-driven navigation and a 
dedicated web-based application 
that allows instant visibility of 
all count data.

Tellermate’s  
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Detailed count data is sent directly to Touch Viewer, the web-based application, enabling 
you to check that stores have completed their cash counts or banking preparation from head office, 
after hours, or even while you’re on the move – it’s perfect for Regional Managers or Loss Prevention.

Store Summary 
Get a complete overview 
of cash tasks across your 
locations. From counting the 
safe and cash lifts, to banking 
preparation and spot audits…

Store Closeout  
Want to remotely see if your 
stores closed out a cash drawer 
on time? See an overview of all 
counts with timestamps and 
cashier data.

Count detail  
See a full denominational 
breakdown of all counts, 
perfect for helping to  
forecast change deliveries  
or CIT collections.

The Tellermate Touch is the first 
cash counter with its own cloud-based 
application, allowing remote and 
on-site user access to the Tellermate 
Touch count data from your PC,  
tablet or mobile device.



An end-to-end cash management solution

Tellermate’s  
Intelligent Cash Counting
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How it works
Cash is accepted at the point of 
sale. During shift changeovers 
or when closing out a Tellermate 
cash counter is used to quickly and 
accurately reconcile the  
cash drawer.

Count data is transmitted directly 
to the DTS Connex® platform.  
This eliminates manual input 
errors and wasteful paper-based 
audits.

TELLERMATE CASH COUNTERS IN 
PARTNERSHIP WITH DTS CONNEX®

Tellermate cash counters work in partnership with DTS Connex® 
to create a closed-loop, streamlined cash management  
solution in your business, at a fraction of the price of  
cash recyclers or smart safes. We’ll help you to minimize  
errors, reduce unnecessary costs and get better visibility  
of your banking deposits.
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Locations create deposits and 
place change orders using 
standardized and controlled 
processes in DTS Connex®. The 
system is designed to work with 
any courier or bank..

As deposits are transported by 
the courier and processed at the 
bank vault, status updates are 
passed to DTS Connex® creating a 
comprehensive end-to-end audit 
trail.

Change orders are then shipped 
to store, and the process starts all 
over again. 

DTS Connex® reporting, 
notifications, and analytics 
increase corporate oversight 
and control, reduce errors, and 
accelerate the issue resolution 
process.

$ $

Change Orders

Cash in Store Tellermate
Cash Counters

CIT/Courier

Real-Time
Visibility

Bank

Tellermate and DTS 
Connex® work together 

to streamline your  
cash-to-bank process, 
increasing efficiency  
and reducing costs.

DTS, DTS Connex and corresponding logos are registered trademarks or service marks of International Financial Services, Inc.



World-class customer support

Tellermate’s average customer tenure is over 10 years, 
and it’s easy to see why. Our T-ix cash counters come with a 
5-year manufacturer's warranty as standard, with the majority  
of our cash counters going on to faithfully serve our customers  
for more than a decade.

Plus, as the inventor of count-by-weight technology, and with all our cash counters 
manufactured in the UK to strict quality standards, our customers are safe in the 
knowledge that they’re utilizing market-leading technology.

From understanding your specific needs, to providing world-class 
customer service; when you partner with Tellermate, our people 
are there to help you every step of the way.

Our dedicated customer service team provides all the help and training needed to 
get your locations up and running with their Tellermate cash counters. 

Plus, if you have any questions or need additional support, we’re available 
on our US-based support hotline.

Market-leading quality

5 year  
warranty on  
all T-ix cash  

counters

tellermate.com
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Businesses around the world, from retail giants to 
commercial banks use Tellermate’s intelligent cash 
counting technology to optimize their cash-to-bank 
process, saving time, reducing costs and delivering  
real-time visibility of their cash.

   Our staff finds that the technology has 
streamlined cash handling, allowing them  
to focus more time on customer service.
M A N A G E R  O F  I N D U S T R I A L  E N G I N E E R I N G  –  S C H N U C K S
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“    With Tellermate, we estimate we are 
saving 2-4 hours per day.
T O N Y  L A W S O N  –  D I R E C T O R  O F  A S S E T  P R O T E C T I O N
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   Even when we evaluated other companies  
against Tellermate, the relationship, service  
and support that Tellermate continually  
provides always puts them at the top.
D I R E C T O R  O F  A U D I T  –  P A N D A  E X P R E S S
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Typical retailers  
save around 2 hours 

per store, per day 
using a Tellermate 

cash counter



A global leader in 
cash management

Tellermate is a leading provider of cash 
management solutions to the retail, grocery, 
food service and financial industries, deployed 
across numerous Fortune 500 companies. 
The company is the inventor of count-by-weight 
technology and the intelligent cash drawer. 

Its technology processes over $1 billion daily 
across the globe. UK headquarters are home to 
the engineering, research & development, product  
and executive teams. National offices are located 
in Atlanta, Paris, Heidelberg, Madrid and Tokyo.

Tellermate’s mission is to improve the 
profitability of our customers by providing 
next-generation end-to-end cash management 
solutions from innovative software to 
connected cash counting products.

www.tellermate.com

Tellermate North America
+1 (888) 835 7269
sales@tellermate-us.com

Tellermate France
+33 (0) 170 96 00 41
sales.fr@tellermate.com

Tellermate Germany
+49 (0) 6221-825 893
sales.de@tellermate.com

Tellermate Spain
+34 916 539 472
sales.es@tellermate.com 

Tellermate UK
+44 (0) 1633 637 100
sales.uk@tellermate.com

Tellermate Japan
03-5224-6277
info.jp@tellermate.com


